replugging

Fix-O-Mat Basic

“Tray filling & inspection machine”
The Visser Fix-O-Mat Basic tray inspection and filling machine is
designed to replug or fix plug trays to 100% viable young plants.
The Fix-O-Mat Basic plug fixer removes and replaces plugs
simultaneously with two independent working grippers.
Two digital high resolution cameras are used to determine the
position of the plants that need to be removed and the plants that are
used to fill up the empty cells. The well-known Visser grippers
guarantee a perfect planting result without damaging. The This
Fix-O-Mat Basic plug fixer is engineered to be used as a stand alone
machine or to be used in combination with a blow out machine for
higher capacity.

Why choose the Fix-O-Mat Basic?
a Easy to operate
a Compact
a No plant damage

“

Capacity up to 3.000 plants per hour

”

Fix-O-Mat Basic

“Tray filling & inspection machine”
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Capacities up to 3.000 plants per hour, depending on tray size and germination rate.
Gripper head with 2 grippers, that can be used for most plug/Seed trays.
2 digital high resolution cameras to scan both tray conveyors.
User friendly control panel to operate the machine.
Easy to adjust grading software.
Because of the unique design of the Visser gripper no push up system is needed.
Up to 100 programs to be stored in the memory.

Technical specifications
Dimensions L x W x H

L x W x H = 4.800 x 1.700 x 1.850mm

Motor rating

2,4 kVA

Electrical requirements

400 Volt 3 phase 50 Hz + 0 + earth, in adequate power and if necessary
filtered and stabilised, Other voltages on request.

Air consumption

250 litre per minute

Capacity

Up to 3.000 plant per hour. A definite capacity can be given when all te
parameters are known. Such as: plug size, plant height, travel height
of the gripper, plant species, root development and germination rate.
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